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72. On Banach.Steinhaus Theorem

By Yasujir6 NAGAKURA
Science University of Tokyo

(Comm. by Kinjir.5 KUNUGI, M. . A., May 22, 1973)

The theory of ranked space is a new and constructive method of
the mathematical analysis, which has been investigated by K. Kunugi
since 1954 [1]. We proved the closed graph theorem in ranked spaces
with some conditions [4]. And now, in this note we shall prove the
Banach-Steinhaus theorem in ranked spaces, whose neighbourhoods
need not be open. Throughout this note, g, f, will denote points
of a ranked space, U,, V,,... neighbourhoods of the origin with rank
i, {Ur,}, {V,}, fundamental sequences of neighbourhoods with respect
to the origin and U,(g), V,(g), neighbourhoods of the point g with
rank i.

Let a linear space E be a complete ranked space with indicator
0, which satisfies the following conditions.
(E, 1) (l) For any neighbourhood U,, the origin belongs to U,.

(2) For any U, and V, there is a W such that W. U, gl V.
(3) For any neighbourhood U, and for any integer n, there is

an m such that m_>_ n and U U,.
(4) The E is the neighbourhood of the origin with rank zero.

(E, 2) The following conditions are the modification of the
Washihara’s conditions [3].
(R,L) For any {U,} and {Vr,,}, there is a (W,} such that

Ur, + Vr; Wr;,.
(R, L)’ (1) For any {Ur,) and >0, there is a {Vr,,} such tha

Ur, V.
(2) For any {Ur,} and {,} with lim ,--0, ,>0, there
is a {Vr} such that ,Ur, Vri.

(R,L) Let g be any point in E, For any {U,} there is a
{Vr;(g)}, which is a fundamental sequence of neigh-
bourhoods with respect to g, such that g +U, V;(g)
and conversely, for any {U.(g)} there is a {V;} such
that Urt(g

(E, 3) For any neighbourhood U and for any r0, there exists some
U such that rUU.

(E, 4) For any neighbourhood U(g) with respect to any g and for any
U(g) with U(g)c U(g) and ]>i, if f e U(g) there exists some
neighbourhood U such that f/Uc U(g).
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Next, let a linear space F be a ranked space with indicator w0,

which satisfies the following conditions.
(F, 1) This is the same as (E, 1).
(F, 2) This is the same as (E, 2).
(F, 3) For any neighbourhood U nd or any {V,}, there exists some

integer i0 such that U V if ]io.
(F, 4) For any neighbourhood U and or any a0, if g does not

belong to aU, then there exist some e=e(U) (with 0e 1) nd
some neighbourhood V such that

a(1--e)U(V/g)--.
Now, we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem. Suppose E and F are the above-mentioned spaces.

Let % be a family of continuous linear operators from E into F. If
for any g e E, there are some fundamental sequence of neighbourhoods
{Ur}, and some fl>0 such that {Tg}reflUr for all i, then for every

Us in F, there exist some neighbourhood V in E, some r> 0 and some
point f e E such that UD{Tg}rez for g rV+f.

Proof. Assume the contrary and suppose that for a Uo and any

rV+f there exist some g e rV+f and some T e % such that Uo v Tg.
Now, let V+f be an arbitrary neighbourhood in E and a be a

real number such that a> 1. And suppose V+f is the neighbour-

hood such that 1<r<. and VD V,D V;. Then there exist some g
belonging (1/a)(Vr; +f) and some T, e % such that T,g e Uo.

Hence we have Tag e aUo for agl e Vr; +f. Following (F, 4),
there exist a number s--s(Uo) with 0<s< 1 and U such that

a(1--DU0 (Tag+ U)-.
On the other hand, since T is continuous, to U in F there cor-

responds a neighbourhood V. in E such that
Tg--Tag U if g-ag Vr..

Consequently we have
Tg a(1-s)Uo for g eg+ Vr.

By condition (E, 4) we can consider Vr, with property that
ag+Vrf +Vf +V.

Next, let a. be a real number such that a>2 and suppose Vi+ag
is the neighbourhood such that r<ra<r and V,DVD Vrl.

Then there exist some g belonging (1/a)(V/ag) and someT
such that T.g e Uo. Hence we have Tcqg aUo for g e Vr
+ag. Following (F, 4), there exist a number s-s(Uo) with
and Ut, such that

a(1--s)Uso (Toe.g+ U,)=.
On the other hand, since T is continuous, to U, in F there cor-

responds a neighbourhood Vr, in E such that
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Tg--Tno2g e Ut, if g--ag e Vr,.
Consequently we have Tg oQ(1--e)U0 for g e 02g2 - Vr,.
By condition (E, 4) we can consider Vr, with property that

a2g2 + V,cag+Vcag+V.
Repeating the oregoing argument, we hve
V1 +f Vrl +f Vr+agl Vr+aigl Vr, 2g2 Vr+a2g2

with 1 . , ,t ..
and

Tg e a(1-DUso or g e ag+V.
Since the sequence {ag} is a Cauchy sequence, it has a limiting

element go e E. Hence we have go e ag+Vr for all i.
Consequently Tgo a(1-DUo or all i.
This is a contradiction to the hypotheses.
Corollary (Banach-Steinhaus theorem). Suppose E is the above-

mentioned space with the same property as (F, 3).
Let F be the above-mentioned space with the following additional

properties.
(F, 5) The neighbourhoods o the origin are symmetric (i.e. if g e U,

then g e U).
(F, 6) For any g e F and any U, there exists some a0 such that

g eaU.
(F, 7) For any 20,/)0 and any U, we have 2U+pU(+g)U.
(F, 8) For given distincts g, g, there exists some U such that

(g + U) g2.

And let {T}=,,... be a sequence of continuous linear operators
rom E into F. If Tg--lim Tg exists or any g e E, then T is a con-
tinuous linear operator rom E into F.

Proof. Let {U} be an arbitrary undamental sequence of neigh-
bourhoods in F. By the 2oregoing theorem, for any Ur, e {U,} there
exists some rV,+f such that Tg e U or all n if g e rV+f. On
the other hand, since {Tf}=,,... converges, or U there exists some
a0 such that {Tf}=,.,...atU. Now, let {} be the sequence of
real numbers such that 0, 3 $ 0 and a $ 0.

Suppose g-’go in E, then for sufficiently large N and ]N, we
have g--go e rV. Hence we obtain

T(g-g +f) Urn, or all n

and T(g-go)+3T,f e 3U. Then we have
T(gs- g0) (T Tn)(g--go) + Tn(g--go) /3Tf--Tf

e (T-- T)(gs-- go) + 3Ur--3Tf.
Since {T(g--go)}=,,... converges, or sufficiently large N’ and

nN’ we have (T--T)(g-go) e Urn.
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Consequently we obtain
T(g-go) e U+cU.,: +6aUr,, for ]N.

By the Washihara’s conditions (R, L) (2) and (R, L), there exists

{W7} such that U+6U,+6aU,W,, and T(g--go)e W,.
Hence we assert that T is continuous.
We shall introduce a new axiom.

(E, 4)’ Given any neighbourhood U(g), there exists some U(g) (with
U(g)c U(g) and ]i) so that for any f e U(g) we have some
U such that f+ U U(g).

Then we can prove the above-mentioned theorem and corrollary
in the space E having (E, 4)’ in place of (E, 4).
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